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New Tax Bill; where do you fit in?
It has been 35 long years since the tax laws changed substantially. Here is what you need to know.
First, the new tax law changes apply to 2018. These include:
If you live in a high state tax location like California, Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York,
Virginia and Washington D.C., the tax changes are going to hurt a bit. This is because these states have the
highest state taxes that will be capped or become useless as deductions. The new tax laws will be painful,
capping all property and sales tax deductions in 2018 to no more than $10,000.
Those considering the purchase of a second home may want to reconsider. The limitation of property tax
deductibility applies to the aggregate total taxes paid. As a result, while an individual home might be well
within the deductibility range, two homes could well top the limit. It may be better move to reinvest in
and improve the current home instead.
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Workplace expenses have long been deductible but this benefit is going away in 2018. So if there’s anything to purchase for work due to tax deductibility, 2017 was the year to buy it in.
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Start planning what needs to be changed in your personl finances to rely less on deductions in 2018. This
•2017 Savings
is because the standard deduction will literally double in 2018, as well as the tax credit for children. In
many cases, taxpayers may find the standard deduction and generic tax credits are the new normal for the
next few years.
Medical deduction, educational tax benefits and the mortgage deduction are still in place. However,
the mortgage debt deduction eligibility has dropped from loans of $1 million to $750,000. Higher value
income property owners will feel the pinch as their cost of living goes up a bit in 2018.
Plan ahead for professional help. Given the significant amount of people affected by the new tax changes
there will be a huge demand for professsional advice and guidance, both for 2017 filings and 2018. And
many CPAs and preparers will need time to catch up with the changes. Don’t wait until the last days to hire
a tax preparer or advisor.
And, for those who thought they might have made a mistake changing their traditional IRA to a Roth IRS
with a conversion, December 31 was the last day to recharacterize an IRA back. With the beginning of
2018, the ability to go back to a traditional IRA goes away and the Roth decision becomes final.
These changes as well as a bit of realignment will allow people to take full advantage of the new tax law
and its simplifying of the income tax filing process. And it doesn’t hurt to bring in some professional help
when needed. Complex tax situations will benefit greatly from tax legal expertise and understanding the
full ramifications of changes for 2018. We are fully aware of the changes that will take place on the tax
reform. Taxpayers will not see the ramifications until Spring of 2019 for all of the tax breaks available. Don’t
miss your opportunity to take advantage of the new possible tax deductions, take action today and call
Travis W. Watkins Tax Resolution and Accounting Firm at 800-721-7054 or visit TravisWatkins.com.
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Investing in Bitcoin? Remember the IRS!

As we go to press, the value of a Bitcoin, which entered 2017 at less than $1,000, is poised above the $17,000 mark.

Reports on this spectacular rise might have you getting your feet wet with virtual currency. With Bitcoin futures already available to traders, and the
Chicago Mercantile Exchange having announced the December 18th, 2017 opening of trading, it’s clear that Bitcoin has arrived in the professional
sphere.
Should you decide to jump in, you might first wonder what your spouse or significant other will think. But what will the IRS think?
The short answer is simple: The IRS will expect a declaration of your earnings (or losses) on Form 1040, Schedule D.
The IRS Treats Bitcoin as Property, Not Currency
In 2014, the IRS defined Bitcoin and other virtual currency as property. Accordingly:
•Paying anyone with virtual currency should be reported, as expected whenever your property becomes a payment,
•If you pay anyone their wages in Bitcoin-yes, some people do-the worker pays the tax, and you report the payment on a Form W-2. This makes wages
in Bitcoin subject to payroll tax and the IRS tax withholding system.
•If you pay a contractor for a service in virtual currency, be sure to issue a Form 1099.
For Bitcoin Earnings, Tax is Lower Than income Tax
According to the IRS, gains losses transactions in virtual currency (“cryptocurrency”) are taxable to the extent that the currency makes up part of your
capital assets.
Taxes on capital gains, at a maximum of 20% for the wealthiest taxpayer (currently), are, as a rule, lower than income tax rates.
Say you earn a salary of $60,000, which puts you in the 25% tax bracket, and you bought your own Bitcoin almost a year ago, for $1,000 (your cost
basis). And say your investment goal was to double your value, then sell. After the Bitcoin doubled in value, you sold-realizing a gain of $1,000. As you
held your Bitcoin less than a year, your short-term gain, at your tax bracket’s 25% rate, means you owe the IRS $250.
Alternatively, say you’re still hanging onto that Bitcoin. Great! As of today you’re sitting on a $17,000 Bitcoin, and once you’ve held it for more than a
year, whatever you make when you sell will be classified as a long-term gain, taxed at only 15%.
IRS Comes Knocking as Retail Buyers Fail to Report
Today’s main retail exchange for virtual currency is a startup called Coinbase, which major venture capital players have backed with more than $200
million. It’s a bustling, easily entered market, and many of the platform’s users haven’t yet figured out that virtual currency is taxable.
The Internal Revenue Service launched an investigation into
customers who bought and sold Bitcoins through Coinbase
once the currency’s value began its dizzying rise. Coinbase
resisted the government’s request for information about its
customers in federal court, and the IRS narrowed its search
down to parties involved in moving $20,000 or more.
Still, the message is clear. Your virtual currency is real enough
to the IRS.
Let’s say a revenue officer shows up at your door with a
433-A. He/She will ask about your financial, but how do
you answer for your Bitcoin investment? Do you know your
rights? You can decline to answer and let Travis W. Watkins
Tax Resolution and Accounting Firm take the weight off your
shoulders. If you are or plan to invest in Bitcoin our accounting and bookkeeping services will handle all of your financial
transactions, while this unfolds. Call us today at 800-7217054 or visit TravisWatkins.com.
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Meet Our Team
-Robyn Rudd, Financial Analyst

Robyn Rudd is a Financial Analyst here at Travis W. Watkins Tax Resolution and Accounting
Firm. Upon graduating from Crescent High School, she enlisted in the United States Air Force
and served 10 years. During this time she obtained her Bachelor’s of Science in Nutrition from
the University of Oklahoma and her degree is Supply Chain Management through the Air
Force. After working in corporate nutrition and helping start locally owned stores, Robyn notices small business owners were having issues with the IRS and state taxes. She also noticed
military security clearance denials stemming from tax issues, personal and business alike.
Outside of the office you can find Robyn gardening, cooking for and entertaining friends and
family, or attending an NBA game.
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Dan Potter, Host of KRMG Afternoon News Tulsa.

Rapper DMX Charged with Tax Evasion
He allegedly tried to avoid paying $1.7 million in taxes
owed to the IRS.
Facing a 14-count indictment that alleged he hid
income and attampted to avoid paying $1.7 million in
taxes, rapper DMX cut a deal with federal prosecutors
and pleaded guilty to one count of tax evasion.
He faces a sentence of up to five years in prison.
DMX’s lawyer, Murray Richman, told TMZ that the

rapper admitted that he knowingly did not pay taxes.
He took the plea deal despite concerns that he will be
sentenced to prison, Richman said.
A 46-year-old whose real name is Earl Simmons, DMX
has recorded best-selling albums, published a memoir,
and starred in a 2006 reality show about his life, DMX:
Soul of a Man.
Cops Revive Unconscious DMX After Alleged Overdose
Tom Breihan @tombreihan | February 9, 2016 - 12:09 pm - https://www.stereogum.com/1858321/cops-revive-unconscious-dmx-after-allegedoverdose/news/

Travis W. Watkins Tax Resolution and
Accounting Firm Saved Clients millions!
As 2017 came to a close, we are pleased to announce that we have saved our clients over $6,000,000!
We know the struggle that takes place when a taxpayer is dealing with the IRS and is underrepresented.
Let us negotiate with the IRS on your behalf and stop the immediate threats today! Call Travis W. Watkins Tax Resolution and Accounting Firm at 800-721-7054 or visit TravisWatkins.com.
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Are you ready to take control
of your tax situation in 2018?

advertisement

“WE PROVIDE TROUBLED TAXPAYERS WITH A CUSTOMIZED, ACTIONABLE PLAN TO FILE OLD RETURNS, NEGOTIATE WITH
THE IRS AND STOP IMMEDIATE THREATS TO THEIR LIVELIHOOD, SO THEY CAN GET A GOOD NIGHT’S SLEEP AGAIN.”

trivia question:
What emperor proposed a tax on beards to force men to go clean shaven?

A) Simeon I of Bulgaria

B) Peter the Great

C) Napoleon

previous question/answer:
Which state has a tax on Christmas Tree Decoration Services?

A) Texas
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